
Breakout # Name Security-related question(s)
1 Research To Examine Behavioral Responses to AVs n/a

2.1
Judging a Car by its Cover: Human Factors Implications for 
Automated Vehicle External Communication How does attack impact user (reaction, acceptance)? How to re-engage user to mitigate ongoing attack?

2.3
Automated Vehicle Challenges: How can Human Factors Research 
Help Inform Designers, Road Users, and Policy Makers? see 2.1

3 Enabling Technologies for Automated Vehicles How to certify cybersecurity in new technologies?
4 An AV Crashes: What Happens Next? How to ensure chain of custody of data and detect tampering? How is cybersecurity integrated in forensics processes after crash?

5 Public Transport and Shared Mobility
Does public transport have higher security and privacy requirements because of greater consequence of attack? Is privacy a concern in 
case of shared mobility?

6 Trucking Automation: Key Deployment Scenarios
How can attacker interfere with truck platooning? How vulnerable is a truck during its different phases on the supply chain? What 
makes truck unique compared to personal AV?

7 Enterprise Solutions Series n/a
8 Urbanism Next Workshop: AV’s Effects on Urban Development How can privacy or security could be integrated in the urban development (e.g. privacy-preserving road network)?

9 Effects of Vehicle Automation on Energy-Usage and Emissions
What can an attacker do to affect energy-usage or emissions (e.g. force vehicles to use longer path, deadlock)? Can AV be used as "entry 
point" to smart grid? Can large scale attack impact the overall energy demand and thus pricing?

10 Data Sharing Models and Policy
Who should be allowed to collect data and share it? How to control data sharing? Do data sharing models offer opt-in / opt-out and 
privacy notification to user? Where is the data analysis / sanitization done?

11

Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) for 
Automated Vehicles (AV): Exploring Tools, Algorithms, and 
Emerging Issues

How can AI/ML be attacked? What is the most valuable algorithm/data (i.e. this will be the main target of attacker)? What are the 
conditions in which the AI/ML techniques don't perform as efficiently? DNN can be fooled, classifer stolen, how do you consider this in 
your design? 

12
Testing Connected and Automated Vehicles (CAVs): Accelerating 
Innovation, Integration, Deployment and Sharing Results Security testing should be part of the functional testing? Where do you think it would fit? 

13
Challenges and Opportunities for the Intersection of Vulnerable 
Road Users (VRU) and AVs

How do you differentiate VRU from regular users? This differentiation could enable tracking of VRU so it should be thought carefully. Do 
VRU have special "feature" when interacting with AV or the infrastructure?

14 Enhancing the Validity of Traffic Flow Models with Emerging Data

How to identify "spoiled" data to ensure quality of the models? How to use misbehavior detection / anomaly detection to enhance 
validity of models? What emerging data are you using? Can we use similar traffic flow model in cybersecurity to improve detection of 
attacks?

15 CAV Scenarios for High-Speed, Controlled Access Facilities How can attacker block entrance to controlled access facilities? How is access control / authentication performed?

16 Aftermarket Systems (ADAS- related)
Where / How are aftermarket systems connected to the vehicle? What information are collected by the aftermarket devices? Have you 
performed a threat analysis of the aftermarket devices?

17 Safety Assurance
Security vulnerability could lead to safety issue. Is security included in the safety assurance? How to assure that attacks won't affect 
safety? 

18 Reading the Road Ahead: Infrastructure Readiness
What are the most important infrastructure requirements to enable AV operation? How to protect the infrastructure against malicious 
manipulation? 

19 SHARK TANK – Change is Coming: Who Will Survive? n/a
20 Making Automation Work for Cities n/a

21 Connected and Automated Vehicles in Traffic Signal Systems
How do you protect the ITS Roadside Equipment or TMC from malicious input coming from RSU or AV? Is that only an unidirectional 
comminucation or do the traffic signal systems take input (e.g. use data) from end entities (e.g. AV, RSU, VRU)?

22
Legal and Policy Approaches: Finding the Right Balance on 
Legislating for Automated Vehicles

Legislation of security and privacy protection techniques: what should be legal or technical solution? What is the status of security and 
privacy legislation?

23 Connected Automated Vehicle Early Deployment Alternatives n/a
24 Automated Vehicles for People with Disabilities see 13
25 Ethical and Social Implications Do you think cyberattacks should be "punished" in order to deter "bad" social behaviors?
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